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Abstract—We argue that C is unsuitable for writing timing-channel free cryptographic code that is both fast and readable. Readable implementations of crypto routines would contain high-level constructs like if statements, constructs that also introduce timing vulnerabilities. To avoid vulnerabilities, programmers must rewrite their code to dodge intuitive yet dangerous constructs, cluttering the codebase and potentially introducing new errors. Moreover, even when programmers are diligent, compiler optimization passes may still introduce branches and other sources of timing side channels. This status quo is the worst of both worlds: tortured source code that can still yield vulnerable machine code. We propose to solve this problem with a domain-specific language that permits programmers to intuitively express crypto routines and reason about secret values, and a compiler that generates efficient, timing-channel free assembly code.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cryptographic routines must be fast. Though these routines are computationally intensive, they must not impose significant overhead on the operations that they are intended to secure. Cryptosystem designers take pains to ensure good performance; in fact, whole venues like Fast Software Encryption are dedicated to high-speed cryptography. As one extreme example, the Curve25519 elliptic curve cryptosystem set new speed records by making heroic use of floating-point hardware to accelerate integer arithmetic [33]. At the very least, though, developers implement cryptographic libraries in low-level, efficient languages like C.

The C language is fast, but it does not help crypto developers safely handle sensitive data. Like most general-purpose languages, C has no notion of “sensitive data” at all. Consequently, developers are on their own to avoid—and often fail to avoid—leaking secrets. For example, a developer implementing RSA decryption may betray information by branching on the bits of a secret key [41]. The developer follows the textbook RSA decryption algorithm, raising the cipher to the power of the secret key. This amounts to performing a squaring operation for each bit of the key—and, for each set bit, performing an additional bignum multiplication. An attacker can recover individual bits from the secret key by measuring the time it takes to decrypt a message: because of the bignum multiplication, decryption takes far longer if a bit is set. Timing attacks like this one are a practical concern. For example, implementations of both RSA [35, 41] and AES [32, 49] have been susceptible to timing attacks that allowed (even remote network) attackers to recover secret keys.

To avoid introducing timing vulnerabilities, developers translate unsafe C functions into safe constant-time functions using a selection of standard recipes. For example, to implement a safe version of the conditional assignment from the RSA function above, the alert developer rewrites “if (secret) x = expr” to avoid branching on the secret; they choose their favorite “recipe” to convert the snippet into constant-time code. Conceptually, this vulnerable code is equivalent to the branchless arithmetic assignment “x = (secret * expr) + (1 - secret) * x.” In this rewrite, x takes on the value expr if the secret bit is equal to one; it remains the same when secret is equal to 0 (since 0 + 1 * x is x). This rewrite is no longer vulnerable, as its runtime does not depend on the value of secret. There are other safe rewrite alternatives for the vulnerable RSA code: the developer could choose the bitwise rewrite “x = (expr & -secret) | (x & (secret-1))” or “x ^= (expr ^ x) & -secret,” or another folk remedy for curing timing-vulnerable crypto code.

But following constant-time rewrite recipes is error-prone. For example, the “Lucky 13” timing vulnerability in OpenSSL [26] was introduced in a patch intended to fix a different timing attack vulnerability in TLS [45]. It didn’t end there. The patch addressing Lucky 13 itself introduced a new, separate vulnerability—CVE-2016-2107 [57].

Even if the developer manages to string together a correct series of constant-time translations, they face a further challenge: the compiler. Compiler optimization passes can introduce new vulnerabilities into correctly written code. For example, an optimization pass may introduce branching instructions in originally branchless C code [46]. Compilers may also generate instructions that have inherent data-dependent timing variations, like div and idiv [28]. As a result, crypto developers must manually inspect all generated assembly code to ensure that it only consists of instructions that handle secret data “safely”—but figuring out which instructions are safe can seem like divination. Cryptography Stack Exchange user dave_thompson_085 sums up the frustration: “you aren’t guaranteed that even bitwise operations are constant-time but in practice they’re your best bet” [21].

We propose a domain-specific language and compiler,
II. CONSTANT-TIME C: TRAPS AND PITFALLS

It is notoriously difficult to write correct constant-time code in C [2–4, 7, 20, 21, 25–27, 32, 35]. To avoid leaking sensitive data through timing side-channels, developers must avoid common C language features like if statements on secret data; moreover, they must structure their code to prevent the compiler from introducing timing variabilities during optimization passes. In this section, we recount Homerean tales of developers avoiding and succumbing to constant-time C traps. These Odysseys reveal how general-purpose languages like C render writing safe crypto code a Herculean challenge.

A. Developers must avoid unsafe language features

Since C has no notion of data sensitivity, it can’t treat computations on sensitive data any differently from those on public data. Developers must manually structure their code so that it compiles to constant-time assembly without help from the language or compiler. To this end, developers often use a “safe” subset of C, encoding operations that rely on dangerous constructs like if statements into more attack-resilient alternatives—often straight-line bitwise operations. Below, we describe some of the unsafe constructs and the recipes for encoding the constructs in the safe C subset.

Control-flow constructs As mentioned in the introduction, developers should not use control flow constructs that branch on secret data. For example, the following code is unsafe:

```c
if (secret)
    for (i = 0; i < Y->n; i++)
        X->p[i] = Y->p[i] * secret;
```

This code assigns every element of Y->p to a corresponding location in X->p if the boolean flag secret is true. Unfortunately, this code is not constant-time—the if branch iterates Y->n times while the else branch is a no-op. An attacker who can measure the duration of the computation (e.g., over the network [35]) can infer the value of secret. Furthermore, even if the duration of both branches were the same, a local attacker can infer secret through other means like the data cache [32] or the branch predictor [24, 25, 39].

Safely expressing control flow statements (e.g., conditional, iterative, and switch statements [40]) on sensitive data amounts to transforming the statements into branch-free, arithmetic or bitwise expression statements [46]. Following this kind of recipe, a developer could rewrite the snippet in the previous paragraph to be constant-time:

```c
/* mbedtls/library/bignum.c */
for (i = 0; i < Y->n; i++)
```

In this mbedTLS version of the code snippet, the conditional is folded into the for-loop and then transformed into an arithmetic expression, so the control flow of the program is no longer affected by secret. Unfortunately, this example is deceptively simple—transforming programs with only slightly more interesting control flow (e.g., one that has nested if statements) becomes unwieldy [18].

Logical and relational expressions Conditional statements and expressions obviously compile to assembly code that contains branches. These statements, however, are not the only source of timing-vulnerable code: logical expressions—expressions involving &&, ||, and !—and relational expressions—expressions involving >, !>, <, etc.—do not always compile down to constant-time code. For example, mbedTLS developers deemed a function get_zeros_and_len_padding unsafe because a logical-expression (involving ||) was compiled to a branch [50].

To avoid traps like this, some crypto libraries (e.g., OpenSSL and libodium) fargo C’s built-in operators and, instead, rely on helper functions that implement the operators in constant time. This approach requires reimplementing almost all of C’s operators. Moreover, it can require transforming even public expressions into different representations, ones that the rewritten functions expect.

Other libraries (e.g., mbedTLS, libsignal, and Crypto++) only transform logical and relational expressions when necessary. To this end, their developers inspect the assembly code and, if the generated assembly contains branches, they rewrite the culprit C code into a series of expression-statements using bitwise operators. This approach is brittle because it requires developers to examine assembly generated by different compilers, compiler versions, and optimization levels [20]. Some transformations are necessary for certain architectures but not others; some are only necessary when using certain compilers, compiler versions, or when certain optimizations are enabled. Finally, these selective rewrites often sacrifice readability, a trade-off that developers don’t always find worthwhile [18].

Memory access Developers must also ensure that memory access patterns do not reveal information about secret data. Consider, for example, the mbedTLS get_zeros_padding function. This function takes a buffer of secret data, whose length is public, and computes the number of elements in the buffer before the all-0x00 suffix. Even a function this simple can leak secret information. For example, the original mbedTLS implementation [43] scanned the input buffer from the tail end until it found first non-zero element, exposing the length of the data in the process:

```c
/* mbedtls/library/cipher.c */
static int get_zeros_padding( unsigned char *input,
```
By measuring the duration of the function, an attacker can determine how many iterations the while loop performs—the length of the padding—and therefore the secret length of the data. This is possible because the loop ends immediately after it identifies the first non-zero byte.

In general, accessing memory based on secret data is unsafe. To safely express memory access computations, developers must remove any dependency on secret values. Most often, this means transforming the memory access code to instead depend on publicly computable bounds that encompass the secret. For example, the mbedTLS developers rewrote the buggy function above to iterate over all elements of the buffer [51]. The function now updates the secret data length every iteration, using the done and prev_done variables to mask the proper values:

```c
size_t input_len, size_t *data_len ) {
    unsigned char *p = input + input_len - 1;
    ...
    while( *p == 0x00 && p > input )
        --p;
    *data_len = *p == 0x00 ? 0 : p - input + 1;
    ...
}
```

This is not an isolated example: BoringSSL implements Base64 encoding and decoding similarly [31].

**Variable-time, data-dependent operations** Developers must also avoid using C language features and standard library functions whose running time varies according to input values [7]. For example, C operators like division and modulo often get compiled to instructions whose cycle time depends on the input values. On some architectures (e.g., ARM and PowerPC), even multiplication can be variable-time [8]! Similarly, some standard library buffer comparison functions like memcmp return early depending on the values of their input buffers [7]. An attacker can often leverage these variable-time operations to learn the contents of individual words or, sometimes, whole buffers [28].

Developers avoid variable-time operations, once again, by using transformations. For example, they translate divisions and modulo operations into explicit bit shifts. Similarly, they rewrite string and buffer comparisons to constant-time alternatives: some crypto libraries rely on comparisons implemented by an underlying library, while others (e.g., mbedTLS) resort to manually transforming uses of functions like memcpy to constant-time memory access patterns. This transformation is both easy to forget and easy to get wrong [29].

**B. Compiler optimizations may introduce vulnerabilities**

Like the C language itself, C compilers do not account for data sensitivity, and may therefore introduce new vulnerabilities during optimization passes. In other words, compilers may take C code that appears to be constant-time—code that does not include problematic constructs from the previous section (e.g., conditional, relational, or logical statements)—and still generate assembly that is vulnerable to timing attacks. Consider, for example, the following C code that implements the ternary operator according to a constant-time recipe [7]:

```c
/* Return either x or y depending on whether bit is set */
uint32_t ct_select_u32(uint32_t x, uint32_t y, bool bit) { 
    // Generate a mask: 0xFFFFFFFF if bit != 0, 0 otherwise
    uint32_t mask = ct_mask_u32(bit);
    return (x & mask) | (y & ~mask);
}
```

When compiled with clang versions 3.9.1 or 4.0.0 using flags `-O2 -m32 -march=i386`, the generated code is not constant-time: the compiler generates code that contains conditional jump instructions.

Compilers may not only introduce dangerous operations like conditional jumps, but also optimize away seemingly superfluous code—code that exists to prevent information leaks. For example, in Crypto++, the compiler removed unused array reads that developers had added on purpose. These reads were meant to preload a cache line so that memory accesses at secret indices did not leak the indices via cache access patterns. Unsurprisingly, since the compiler optimized away the reads, the library was vulnerable to a timing attack [11].

**C. Compilers may not generate optimal constant-time code**

Today’s approach to writing constant-time in a subset of C is not only extremely difficult and error-prone, but also comes at the cost of performance. Specifically, when transforming high-level idiomatic C code to a series of low-level arithmetic and bitwise operations developers also introduce a semantic gap that makes it more difficult for compilers to generate optimal code. This semantic gap is often *purposeful*: by transforming conditional statements into bitwise operations, developers conceptually “trick” the compiler into generating straight-line assembly. Unfortunately, when maneuvering the compiler away from dangerous instructions like conditional jumps, developers also maneuver away from safe, more efficient instructions. Below we describe some of these underutilized hardware instructions.

**Conditional move (cmov)** Intel’s recent family of constant-time [36] conditional move instructions, cmov, are a prime example of underutilized hardware. These instructions check the CPU status flags and perform a move depending on flags. In practice, most of the constant-time transformations for conditional statements simulate a cmov using arithmetic
or bitwise operations. Unfortunately, in our testing, only the arithmetic-based transformations compile to cmov instructions. Neither clang nor gcc optimize bitwise transformations to their equivalent cmov operations.

**Byte swap (bswap)** The family of byte swap instructions (bswap)—instructions that change the endianness of a value in constant time [23]—are another example of hardware features that can benefit crypto libraries. Unfortunately, as with cmov, most libraries implement equivalent computations using a series of bitwise operations, in turn, making it difficult for compilers to leverage bswap.

**Add-with-carry (adc)** Almost all processors have add-with-carry (adc) instructions. Since C does not expose these instructions at the language level, though, libraries like mbedTLS and wolfSSL manually recompute carry bits—via several bit shifting operations—when implementing “bignum” arithmetic. This reimplementation not only hurts readability of already hard-to-read constant-time code, but also leads to less efficient code—multiple instructions are used in place of a single adc.

**Vector operations** Most modern processors are also equipped with single instruction multiple data (SIMD) instructions that allow developers to perform operations on multiple, packed operands in parallel. Crypto libraries take advantage of these instructions by using elaborate macro definitions that boil down to either intrinsic functions [12, 19]—compiler-provided assembly-instruction wrappers—or inline assembly [20]. For example, the Crypto++ implementation of the Galois counter mode algorithm uses a set of preprocessor directives that check the compiler, compiler version, and architecture type to generate appropriate macros for accessing packed operations as such. Unfortunately, this approach is not only error-prone—macros that generate macros of inline assembly—but also does not scale: while some library developers can take on the job of a compiler to generate SIMD instructions for certain architectures, other libraries simply do not leverage these hardware features.

### III. **FACT: Flexible and Constant-Time**

We propose to solve the hazards outlined in the previous section by designing a new, flexible and constant-time (FaCT) programming language. FaCT is *not* a general purpose language. Rather, it is a domain specific language (DSL) explicitly designed to be used within existing, larger C crypto projects (e.g., wolfSSL or mbedTLS). Developers can continue to write the majority of their crypto code in C, and only need to use FaCT for the low-level functions that must to be resilient to timing attacks.

FaCT is designed to: (1) allow developers to easily write idiomatic code that runs in constant time, (2) be flexible enough to express real-world crypto code, (3) interoperate with C code, (4) produce fast assembly code, and (5) be verified to be resilient against timing attacks. In the rest of this section we describe how FaCT addresses these design points.

**Easy to write constant-time code** FaCT allows developers to write idiomatic, C-like code while ensuring that any code that computes on sensitive data is compiled to assembly that runs in constant time. To accomplish this, FaCT forces developers to specify the sensitivity of function arguments and return values—either `public` or `secret`—alongside their types. Using these `public` and `secret` labels, the FaCT compiler frontend infers the types and labels of intermediate values with an information flow control (IFC) type system. The compiler ensures that developers cannot express computations that would leak `secret` data [44, 52, 56]. For example, if a code snippet tries to access array elements based on a `secret` index, the compiler will report an error: the code snippet will not compile. The compiler also ensures that any variable-time operations (e.g., division or modulo) are restricted to `public` operands and that loops are bounded by `public` expressions. These restrictions force developers to reason about data sensitivity and write code that is resilient to timing leaks.

FaCT also allows developers to safely and idiomatically write conditional, logical, and relational expressions on `secret` values. The FaCT compiler will transform this idiomatic code into constant-time assembly. For example, with FaCT, we can write the `get_zeros_padding` mbedTLS function using standard programming language constructs:

```c
public uint32 get_zeros_padding( secret uint8[] input, secret mut size_t data_len )
{
    ... (size_t i from len input to 1 by -1) {
        if (input[i-1] == 0)
            data_len = i;
    }
    ...
}
```

The FaCT compiler, as shown in Fig. 1, automatically transforms this code (e.g., by executing both branches of a `secret` conditional and merging stores, as in [44, 52]) to generate straight-line, constant-time assembly.

Finally, the FaCT system can do more than just code transformation to make constant-time code easy to write. The compiler can ensure that developers do not violate memory safety by using an SMT solver (e.g., Z3 [37]) to statically check that memory accesses are within bounds. Furthermore, FaCT provides a debug mode the allows developers to use otherwise unsafe operations (e.g., C’s `printf`), to generate code that has not been transformed to constant-time, and to interact with their implementation using a read-eval-print loop (REPL) tool.

**Express real-world crypto operations** To ensure that FaCT is expressive enough to capture practical, real-world constant-time crypto code, we manually analyzed several popular cryptographic libraries and codebases [5, 9, 13–15, 17, 22]. Beyond standard features (e.g., functions, arrays, loops, mutable variables, etc.), FaCT has several built-in features specific to crypto code, features that we outline in Fig 2. For example, FaCT has built-ins for manipulating, testing, and packing bits, bytes, and words, since many hash functions and encryption algorithms rely on such operations. FaCT also exposes types
and operators for add-with-carry and vector operations, as we have observed many real libraries abuse the C macro system to accomplish a similar goal.

**C interoperability** FaCT is a DSL intended to be used within a larger C codebase. The FaCT compiler produces both an object file and a C header file (see Fig. 1). Developers can link the object file into an existing project and include the header files in order to call exposed FaCT functions as C functions.

We designed FaCT to interoperate with C code. To this end, all datatypes in FaCT have the same memory layout as their corresponding C datatypes. FaCT functions that are exposed to C code end up having very similar type declarations. Consider, for example, the following FaCT function:

```c
// generated C declaration
/* public */ int16_t fn(
    /* public */ int32_t value,
    /* public */ uint32_t modifiable_value,
    /* secret */ uint8_t fixed_len_array,
    /* secret */ const uint8_t* var_len_array
){

    ... 
}
```

For this function, the FaCT compiler will generate a C header file with the following C function declaration:

```c
export public int16 fn( public int32 value,
    public mut uint32 modifiable_value,
    secret mut uint8 fixed_len_array,
    secret uint8{8} var_len_array ) {

    ... 
}
```

Given the general similarity between FaCT and C function types, we only highlight some of the notable differences. First, `public` and `secret` labels have no meaning in C; when generating C declarations, however, FaCT leaves them in as comments for documentation. Simple types are passed by value, while `mut` types are passed by address. Structs and arrays are also passed by address. More subtly, FaCT functions that accept arrays with dynamically specified length are silently transformed to accept an additional, implicit length parameter. The corresponding C declaration reveals this extra parameter, so that C functions can provide the proper information upon invocation.

While we encourage developers to use FaCT for all low-level crypto code, we acknowledge that developers may need to call external assembly or C functions (highly tuned hash function implementations, for example). To this end, FaCT provides the `unsafe_foreign` function declarator that allows developers to omit function definitions and only declare the types and labels of their arguments and return values. While using such functions is generally considered unsafe, we can leverage verification tools like ct-verif [27] to ensure that foreign functions cannot leak sensitive data. This allows FaCT to retain its security guarantees even when calling C or assembly code.

**Fast assembly code** By bridging the semantic gap between the language features exposed to developers and the underlying hardware, FaCT can not only ensure security more easily, but also generate faster code. For example, because FaCT developers do not unnecessarily transform conditional statements into arithmetic or bitwise operations, the FaCT compiler can often emit fast instructions such as cmov to implement conditionals. Since FaCT exposes several language features (see Fig. 2) that have direct instruction-level analogues, the FaCT compiler can simply emit instructions to leverage these hardware features on architectures like x86-64. On architectures that do not natively have analogous instructions, the FaCT compiler can easily generate code that has the equivalent functionality.

In addition to using fast, constant-time instructions, the FaCT compiler can optimize code in a way that preserves the security guarantees of the IFC type system. Specifically, since we propagate sensitivity labels to the optimizer, the FaCT compiler can aggressively optimize the parts of the program that operate on `public` data while applying less aggressive (but safe!) optimizations to the `secret` parts (as suggested by [38]).

**Resilient against timing attacks** The FaCT compiler preserves label information through different compilation stages and eventually generates label-annotated LLVM. This label-annotated LLVM is then directly fed to the ct-verif tool,
which verifies that the generated code does not leak any secret data [27]. An alternative approach to verifying the compiler output would be to verify the compiler itself—by proving noninterference [56] and translation validation [47]—and ensure that it always generates constant-time assembly. While potentially interesting, our current approach of using ct-verif is drastically simpler and more flexible. Indeed, ct-verif allows us to modify parts of the compiler to, say, add potentially dangerous optimization passes without giving up on security or having to prove anything: if a particular optimization leads to unintended leakages, ct-verif will catch it, and the FaCT compiler can fall back to less risky ones.

IV. RELATED WORK

There are several approaches to verifying whether code is constant-time, from static analysis [27, 55], to dynamic taint tracking [6] and fuzzing [54]. These verification tools are useful for ensuring that neither the developer nor the compiler have accidentally introduced timing variations in their code. However, they do not save developers from having to write or understand abstruse constant-time C code.

Many proposed solutions to producing code free of timing side channels perform source-to-source transformations [30, 46, 48]. Other systems operate on annotated C code, but because C’s relaxed type system complicates IFC typing, these systems are conservative and transform more code to constant-time than necessary [36, 46, 53]. To address timing differences in conditional statements, some of these approaches use transactions to execute both sides of a branch while only committing the “correct” branch, similar to our approach [30, 53]. Unfortunately, code generated by the above tools is still subject to general compiler optimizations. Other systems rely on an assembly-like language [16], or otherwise operate directly on annotated assembly [34] to avoid compiler pitfalls, giving up on the portability of writing code in a high-level language.

HACL [61] allows developers to write cryptographic functions in F* [58], a high level functional language, and verify that these functions do not leak information via covert-channels, such as timing. Their system, however, does not perform any automatic program transformations, leaving developers to manually write their code using the same constant-time recipes as in C.

The problem of compiler optimizations adversely impacting security is well known and goes beyond introducing timing attack vulnerabilities [38]. For example, dead store elimination—an optimization which removes stores that are never read from again—has been known to remove sensitive data scrubbing operations. This optimization alone has littered bug reports going as far back as 2002 [1] and still plagues developers with vulnerabilities through at least January 2016 [10]. In response, many developers reputedly devise source code level, compiler-specific “solutions” that trick the compiler into leaving the security relevant code unoptimized [60]. Other systems propose to introduce new LLVM passes that instrument the compiler itself and prevent it from making unsafe optimizations (e.g., [42, 59]).
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